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ARSTRACT 
A fl ow v i~uali laTioll sUidy oItl1" ' .. onical flow over a <:wppeJ double-d ella wing model with sbarp 
leading edge, and i ls I h r~e ctE'fi"aliw~ WiTh :>mall geometric modificalions (fijjets) althc stlake wing 
jUnd i<'Hl wa, {;onducled ill th~ I\aval Poslgrild\l~I~ School watn Illnne] Ilsing Ihe dy ~-i nje cl ioll 
Icchrogue . The fill~ls in<:rea;;ed lh~ wing area of Iht ba~din e model by 1 % . The main locus oI this 
study was 10 e"al\lal~ the dkCl of filkl~ on vortex cor~ "","o<i""io''''''ioo, and breakdown on 
lhe leeward sUlfacc al high angles of allack (AOA) Wilh lCro sideslip angle . Compariw ll of t ~'1 
Il'sulls fo r di ff<'r~ nl [ilk l ~hap"S i nrl ic~ l ~s dcl~y in hotb VOrln inleraction aml hreakdown al high 
·\0.0\ ,part icll laIly for lhe d iamond fillet shape . n,e. vOItex 1)] ~akdowIl data iIlll-'licI lift aug",emal ion 
for hOlh slal ;c and dynamic case,wi!h !he s:a:ic data correlating wel l with rnenT]\, p\lbli sh~d nnrllerica] 
data 
ii] 
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In 1935 Busemann proposed the use of swecpback to 
reduc e drag at superson i c speeds. By 1939 Betz had shown 
tha t sweepback could be used to de l ay the onset of 
compr e ssi b il i ty prob l ems arising from l ocal regions of 
~ upersonic flow term i.nating in shock wav es, though practicaJ 
a pplic at ions were not long in fol lowing. In the early 1940s, 
not ab ly the German He 163 Komet ta i lless rocket f i giiter 
a ppea r ed w:i th sweep along wi th the more conventiona l twin-
turboj et Me 262 that had a sweepback of 18 . S deg . While it 
was the first h i gh speed aircraft not to have the forward 
we ight concentration of piston engine, it turn e d out to be 
ta i l -heavy and in order to restore the ba l ance between the 
l ift and mass centers the wi ng outboard of the engine 
nacelles was swt'pt back [Ref. I] . lI.fte r W\vI I the allied 
occupat i on force ~;' re s oarch team found vast quantities of 
evidence of sweepbac k wing designs which s howed just how 
advanced German thinking was. Immediate l y i n USSR Mikoyan 
and Gurevich designed the first swept-back fast fighter 
(Fig.l) in 1945 and received a Stalin prize (First Class) 
for "New Work in Aircraft Construction" in 19 52 [Ref.2J. In 
1951 Sweden was the first European nation to introduce the 
Saab-29 swept-wing and its derivative for research, the 
Sabb-210 Draken (Fig. 2). The same year the XF-92A was 
introduced in the USA with a delta wing (Fig. 3). 
Fig. I The MIG-iS All - weather Fighter 
g;;;; 
~ 
F i g . 2 The S a ab- 2 10 Draken Delta-Wing 
~ .. 
Fig. 3 The Convair XF-92 Delta-W i ng 
B) AERODYNAMICS OF DELTA & DOUBLE-DELTA WINGS 
The advantage of a single-delta-wing des i gn is that the 
leading edge vortex flows are effective in reducing presta l l 
buffet leve ls to give a more gradual loss of lift above the 
angle of attack (AOA) for maximum lift coefficient but the 
design leads to low wing loading and poor maneuverability 
[ Ref. 1] . The design of a modern l ight weight fighter that 
can cruise supersonically, maneuver transonically and has a 
post-sta l l capability requires additional, highly swept area 
ahead of the main wing called strake or leading edge 
extention (LEX) [Ref s . 3 and 4 ) _ The growing interest in high 
AOA maneuver has refocussed the attention of the research 
community, NASA and the aircraft industry to conduct a High-
Alpha Technology Program (HATP) for improving and providing 
new concepts for vortex control of future modern fighter 
aircra f t. This has led to the McDonnel l Douglas F/A-18E/F 
upgraded from the F/A-18C/D (Figs.4 & 5) and the Russian 
Sukhoi Su-27 (Fig-6). 
The basic aerodynamic phenomenon of a delta wing 
inc l udes formation of leading edge vortices, their 
deve} opment and SUbsequent breakdown (burst) [Ref. 5] . 
Fig. 4 McDo nnell Do uglas F/A-18C/D 
rig. 5 HcDonnel 1 !)ouqlas r/A - leE/" 
Generally two symmetric leading edge vortices are generated 
on wings with sweep angles greater than 45 deg as the wing 
pitches up (f'ig.7) ; these vortices cause the flow over the 
upper surface to accelerate producing extra lift called 
vortex lift At high ADA, t he core flow of the vortex 
suddenly stagnates and expands in size . This phenomenon is 
called vortex breakdown or bursting whose location is 
affected by wing s weep, AOA and the leading edge shape 
[ Ref.6 ) . 
Fig. 6 Sukhoi Su-27 
A combination of a strake and a wing gives a 
do uble-d e Ita-wi ng configuration Hhose geometric 
charac t eristics are similar to a delta Hing but for a 
disconti n uity ( k ink ) i n i ts leading edge The fl ow over a 
do ub le-del t a wing is very s i milar to that over a del t a wi ng, 
but much more complicated . At high AOA the vortical 
struc ture over a double-delta \-1ing consists of a strake 
vortex ge ne rated at the apex and a wi ng vortex generated 
at t h e kink (Fig.B). At low AOA , the interactiun o f t.hese 
vortices leads to their coiling-up (intertwining). At high 
AOA , one of the vortices (usually the strake vortex) bursts 
o ve n b e fo re the i nteraction and triggers the bursting of the 
otheT:". The vurtex burst phenomenon is i nf l uenced by var.i ous 
fac tor s similar to those in the case of a single-delta wi ng. 
When a strake is added to a del ta wing it not only increase:o; 
the lifting area of the wing, but also creates its own 
leading edge vortices Hhich he l p to stabili:.::c the f low fie ld 
over th e main wing. 
A revieH of expe.rimental data for de l ta wings under 
bot h steady and unsteady conditions appears in [Ref.5 ] . 
Re cent studies on do ubl e -delta wings have genera lly focussed 
f i y. 1 Typ jc"l Vortex Structure olier a Delt" Wing ;J:t IJjgh AOA 
Burst __ -I-_,-
fig. e Typical Vortex Structure over a Cr<>pped Double-Delta 
Wing at High /\0/\. 
at t ent ion on static c onditions of the model, with emphas is 
on understanding t h8 complicated phenomena of vortex 
int eraction and b ursting. Thompson [Ref.7] reported an 
ex t ensive water tunnel flow visualizat ion study on a family 
of double-delta wings. A water tunnel investigation o n t he 
coiling-up at vo rtices on a double-delta wing appears in 
[Ref . 8 ] . Io.'ind tunnel studies of vortical flows over double-
delta wings have been reported by Olsen and Nelson [Ref .9 ), 
Graves , et al . [ Hef.lO ] , and Grisner, et al.[Ref .l l]. The d at a 
a vailable on double-delta wings in dynamic motion is 
e x tremely limited . The water tunnel flow visualization 
dat a r eported recent ly by Hebbar, et a!. [Ref.4] is the 
first of it s kind for a double- delta wing model i n pi tching 
motion. 
C) FILLET AERODYNAMICS 
The vortical flow domi nates t he l i ft at h igh angle of 
ADA. One of the current active reseach areas in h i qh AOA 
aerodynami cs i s the control of flow t hrough vort e x 
manipu l a t ion to enhance the aircraft Ilaneuvorab.ility. Both 
pneumatic and mechanical devices are being investigated as 
candidates for vortex manipulation. A number of studies have 
been reported in the literature that dea l with vortex 
management for control purposes. A recent numerical study by 
Kern [ Ref.12] on vortex f low control through small geometry 
modifications (fillets) at the strake/wing junction of a 
cropped double-delta wing suggested that the use of fillets 
could enhance t he lift by 13.6% at low ADA and 17.9% at high 
ADA with a slight improvement in lif t-to-drag ratio. It even 
suggested that the fillets may be good candidates for roll 
control devices. Thus, pending further studies and 
experimental verification, the concept of flow control by 
small deployable fillets at the junction of a double-delta 
wing appears promising. 
The present investigation was undertaken to better 
understand the physics of vortical flows over sharp-edged 
double-delta wings, with and without juncture fillets. It 
consisted of extensive flow visualization studies in the 
Naval Postgraduate School (NPS) water tunnel faci I i ty with 
dye-injection technique and focussed on vortex core 
trajectories, interaction and breakdown on the leeward 
surface at high ADA. The models included a 76/40 deg cropped 
do uble-delta wing baseline model and its three derivat i ves 
wi th small geometry modifications (fillets) at the junct ion 
of t he strake and wi ng leading edges. The model aud f il let 
geome tr ies were ident ical to the ones used by Kern [Ref .12 ]. 
II. EXPERIMENTAL APPARATUS 
THE NPS WATER TUNNEL 
The experiments were conducted in the Naval 
Postgraduadte School f low visualization water tunnel 
facility [Ref.13] . This water tunnel was the first one 
designed by Eidetics International, Inc., Torrance, 
California, and installed at NPS in late 1988. Figure 9 
depicts the layout of the water tunnel. I t is a closed 
circuit facility for studying a wide range of aerodynamic 
and fluid dynamic phenomena . Its key design features are 
high flow quality and horizontal orientation . The latter 
feature facilitates model access, and enables the model to 
be readi ly changed without emptying the water tunnel. The 
facility is operated as a continuous flow channel, and the 
water level is adjusted to be approximately 2 inches below 
the top of the test section The top cover is removable for 
easy access to the model while the water tunnel 
operating . The test section of the water tunnel is 15 inches 
wide, 20 inches high, and 60 inches long and it is 
const ructed of glass to allow simultaneous viewi ng of t he 
model fl o w fie l d from t he bottom, f r om both sides and from 
t he re a r . Vi e ' ... ing from the rear i s speci ally advantageous 
-..,hen s t udyi ng t l o 'N st ructu r es i n the cross- f l ow plane . There 
is e nough space below the bottom of the test section fo r 
convenie nt viewi n g and for setting up sti l l photugr aphy and 
v i d eotap e recordi ng. The test sec t i on t low veloel ty Ls 
vari abl e from 0 up to 1.0 f t /sec. The l evel of the tlow 
qual i. ty over the range of t e st section veloci ties is as 
follows: 
Turbu l ence i ntensity l eve l=< 1.0% RHS 
Veloc i ty uniformity = < +/-2 .0% 
Me a ll flow angu l ar! ty = < + /-l.Odeg (pi tch & yaw ang l e) 
Six canisters fi l led with water-so l uble food coloring are 
us e d for flow visualization . Each canister has a routed l.ine 
to the model suppert system. A comprest;or and a pressure 
regulato r are used for prest;urization and control l ing the 
pre~sure leve l in the cani sters . The pres surized t;ystem 
h e lps in regulat ing t he dye emission and blowing air out of 
the dye line t; going to the mode l . 
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The model support system i s designed for h i gh angle-of-
attack a e rodynami c research stud i es. The model i s usually 
mounted ups i de down in the test section (Fig.IO). The model 
support system uti l izes a C-strut to vary the pitch travel 
up to 50 deg bet ween the l i mi ts of -10 deg and 110 deg , and 
a turntable to provide yaw variations up to +/-20 deg. The 
model attitude c ontro l system consists of two servo motors 
which provide independent control of model pitch and yaw, 
each motor having a h i gh/low rate swj tch. 
DOUBLE-DELTA WING MODELS 
Four difterent shapes of double-delta wing models were 
used i n this investigat i on a baseline model and its three 
derivatives. The baseline mode l shown in f i gure 1 1 was 
constructed of o. 25-inch-thick plexiglass and consisted of a 
76 deg-swept strake and a 40 deg swept wing, both with 
sharp,20 deg bevelled leading edges and flat top surfaces. 
It had a centerl ine chord of 9 375 inches a span of 9.5 
inches, and a plantorm area of 39.9 square inches. The three 
derivatives of the basel i ne mode l were also constructed by 
incorporating small geometry modi ficat ions (f i llets) at the 
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Fig. 9 The NPS Flow Visualiza ti on Water Tunnd Facil ity 
fig 10 Modd Suppon Sys1em of the NPS Wft1eT Tunnel 
intersection (juncture or kink) of the strake and wing 
leading edges. Each fillet increases the planform area of 
the baseline model by nearly 1% The fillet dimensions are 
identical to the ones used by Kern[Ref.12 1 and are shown in 
figure 12. The vortex burst location was easily identifiable 
with the help of grid lines marked on the upper surface of 
the models. 
C. DYE TUBE INSTALLATION 
The dye tubes consisted of small brass tubes installed 
on the bottom surface of the wing. Both the location of the 
dye injection and the injection rate were crucial to obtain 
a good flow visualization of the model flow fi eld. Figure 13 
shows two different positions of the dye tube. In position 1 
the dye tube is shown i nstalled on the bottom surface of the 
wing with the tip sitting squarely on the flat surface below 
the apex. This location was found to yield satisfactory 
resul ts. In position 2 the dye tube is shown i nstalled as in 
the previous position but the tip was pushed a little bit 
f orward. This position was found less satisfactory at h i gh 
AOA as the dye stream lines looked more like a wide band and 
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Fi_,,-11 The B~seline Double 
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----- 9.5"-~ _---1! 
Fig 12 The Double · Dd ta Wing Models with DitTerenl Juncture Fillet!, b) Linu r 
T 
1.69" L _~_~_~ __ l 
f----- 9 .5"----~1: 
Fig,12 The Double · Dell . Wing Models wilh Different Juncture Fillm, cj Di~mond 
nat a concentrated well defined vortex care. Differp.nt color 
dyes were selected fur different locations . Table 1 shows 
the dye locations for each mode l in pp.rcent of centerline 
chord . 
'TABLE 1 DYE LOCATIONS ( % OF THE CHORD ) 
Dye BASE LINE LINEAR PARABOLIC DIAMOND 
loc a tio n 
apex 5.3% 5 . 3% 5 . 3% 5.3% 
b eginning 52 . 3% 42.7% 40.0% 46.0% 
of fille t 
e nd of 52 . 3% 58 . 7% 66.7% 56.5% 
fillet 
This represents the tip location of the dye tube used f or 
v i sua l i z i ng wing vortex 
D. MODEL MOUNTI NG 
To have a good symmetry of the vort ex core a nd the 
vortex burst, i t i s very important to mount the model 
horizont ally in the water tunnel wi th zero pitch , zero yaw 
and zero roll. Details of model mo unt i ng are givF!n in 
[Ref . 14] . The mode l sting was secured t o the s t ing holder of 
t h e model support system and then int roduced i nto t he t est 
sectio n The centerl i n e of the mode l was al igned wi t h the 
freestream (tunnel centerline) for ensuring zero pitch 
angle. To assure zero yaw the model apex was set at equal 
distance from either sidewall of the test section. To assure 
::=:ero roll angle the left and right wing tips were located 
at the same height from the bottom of the test section The 
model pitch axis was located 5 25 i nches aft of the apex 
(56% of the centerline chord). 
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III. EXPERIMENTAL PROCEDVRE 
EXP ERIMENTAL PROGRAM 
The qoal of th i s investigat ion was t o evaluat e th o 
effec t of fillets on vortex core trajectories, interac t io ns 
and b r eakdown on the leeward surface of a cropped-double-
delta wing a t h i gh angles of attack wi th zero sideslip 
angle . The experimen t al program consisted of f l ow 
visuaU.zat ion of the mode ls with zero sideSlip in static 
condition and du ri ng dynClmic maneuver with AOA v il rying [rom 
o to 5 0 dog (simp le Fitch - up motion) a nd 50 to 0 deg (simple 
p itc h - d own mo t ion) _ The dye - flow visualization 
of t h e model in both top vi ew and s ideview during stati c a n d 
dynamic condit j ons was documented by usin g still p i cture 
photogr:aphy and video t ape recording . The [101" ve locity in 
the '.'later tunnel was kept nearly constant at O. 2 5 ft j~; ec 
t hat corresponded to a n ominal H.ey nolds n umbec of 24Hiljft 
(188 "/(, base d on the c e nterline chord) . 
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REDUCED PITCH RATE 
In reality aircraft encounter unsteadiness under all 
operating conditions whet her due to inpu t dynamic motion 
(e . g. , pitch up/down) o r natural disturbances 
(e . g . ,windshear, gusts) . There f ore it is essential to 
unde r stand the stability of a n aircraft operating i n these 
environments and its response to flow unst eadiness. The 
appropriat e non- dimensional parameter characterizing the 
response to flow unsteadiness during pitching motions is the 




k = reduced pitch r a te, nondime nsional 
eX = pitch rate • rad/sec 
L = charac t eris tic length of the model , f t 
v = f ree stream velocity ft/sec 
The model pitch ra t e during the dynamic motion was =+/-3 . 85 
d eg/sec This cor responds to a reduced pitch rate of +/ - 0 . 1 
based on the cente r line chord 
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C. DATA ACQUIS I TION AND REDUCTION 
Data a cq u i sit i on consisted of using two video cameras 
and two ]5nm camccra~ sir:1Ultaneously t_o record the sideview 
and topviccw of the vortical flm" til'!ld of the strake and t_he 
f il let vortex cores for t_hl'! tour nodels at different AOA. 
Th l'! nat_a reduct_ion consisted of 
1. 11easuring the vortex core locations in X-
direction(along the model centerline tram the ilpex), 
Y-direction (outboard tram t_he model centerline) and 
Z-d i reet i all (perpccnd i eu 1 a r t_o, and a",ay from the 
surface), and plot:ting vortex core trajectories at_ 
different AOAs [or ~tatic conditions. 
Measuring t_he burst_ location at thf' strake vortex 
ilnd plot_t_inq it: as a tunct_ion ot AOA tor st_atic ilnd 
dynamic condi tiolm. 
The measurements were made on both sides ot the nodel 
centerline using the apex as a reference point The vortex 
core lo.cation~ and t_he burst_ locat_ions were visual l y 
det_ermined from the videotape/photographs with utmost care 
and nondimensionalized using the centerline chord length 
In the case of the strake vortex both the core locations and 
the burst locations were determined , whereas --o nly the core 
locations were determined for the juncture vortex (of the 
baseline model ) and the vortices shed at the beginning and 
the end of the fillet region of other models. There may be 
some degree of imprecision in the data due to the 
difficulty in locating the burst point, particularly at high 
AOAs during dynamic motion In addition , during the static 
segment of the experiment the vortex burst location for any 
model at any AOA fluctuated up to +/-0.75 inches (about t/-
8%of the centerline chord). For a discussion on the quality 
of the NPS water tunnel burst data, see Hebbar et 
al. [Ref.1S] The vortex core coordinates and the burst 
locations are listed in Appendix A. 
METHOD OF PHOTOGRAPHY AND VIDEO RECORDING 
The equipment used for the data acquisition 
consisted of two 35rnm automatic cameras, one U-matic Sony 
video camera, one Panasonic video camera, 3 Smith-Victor 
600- watt photographic lights I and a fixed flood light 
instal l ed be l ow the t_est sect i on For the sideview 
ph o t o g raphs two of the lights were placed at a distance of 3 
feet at 45 dug angl e from tho test section , a nd the third 
one was placed 90 deg at the back of the test: section 
Figure 14 i1 1 ustrates the lighting set-up for both s i deview 
dnd topvi ew (top surface of the mode ] ). 
A Mi nolta 5000i Maxima camera was used for the s i deview 
using 35mm B&W Kodak ASA-400 f ilm. I t was focussed manually 
at the mode] one t i me only. A Nikon 2050 camera WdS p]aced 
at the bottom of the test section for the topview and it 
was focussed manua l ly one t j me only with the mode l pitched 
at 25 deg. It was operated with 35rnm B&W Kodak ASA-1600 f ilm 
using a remote shutter The Sony v i deo camera was placed at 
the bottom of the test section whereas the Panasonic video 
camera was placed at the s.i de for t_he sideview Both 
sideview and topview of the nodel photographs and v i deos 
were taken s i mu l taneous l y a t angles of attack of 5, 10, 16, 
20, 27..5, 2(" 3D, 35, 40,45 und 50 deg. During the dynumic 
pitching of the mode l , the fixed f l ood light was operated 
(sl"itched on & off) each time the mode l reached the desired 
pitch angle to help identify the instantaneous pitch ang le 
during subsequent playback of the videotape for data 
reduction. 
Fig.14 Video camera, 35-mm camera and lighting setup of 
t he experiment 
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IV. RESULTS AND UlSCUSS ION 
A large amount of flow visualization data has been 
collected during the course of the invelo>tigation using 
several rol l s of 35mm black and white film and videotape 
recording both in sideview and topview . The reduced data 
wi ll be quantitavely analyzed ill two parts The first part 
dea l s wi t h the e ffects of AOA on vortex coro trajer.tories 
and vort ex .i ntorac t.ions for static conditions with zero 
s i desl ip The second part_ doals with the effects of AOA on 
the brea k down (bursting) rosponse of tho strako vortex 
duri ng s t at i c and dynamic (pitching) cond .i t ions with zero 
sides l i p . 
Th e e x per.imental data on vortex core trajectory and 
burst ing is tabulated in Appendi.x A (Tables 2-59). Several 
so 1 ected photogr<lphs are present ed in Appendix B (Figures 
15 -59) t o highlight the flow phenomen<l and the effect of 
f i llets . Each fi gure shows t.wo vie,,/s of t_he f l ow f ield , one 
in the sideview and the other in the topview ( t aken from 
below the test section of the water tunnel) . Note that the 
AOA reading in these photographs j s not necessarily the true 
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AOA because the sideview camera was not always focussed 
exactly at the mode l centerline Th e true AOA was read off 
the AOA indicator o n the tunnel control box The vortex 
tra jectory plots and the vortex burst plots derived from the 
videotape recordings are i ncluded in Appendix C (FigUres 60-
144) . 
EFFECTS OF AOA ON VORTEX CORE TRAJECTORIES AND VORTEX 
INTERACTION 
The following discussion refers to vortex tra jectory 
plots obtained from the static flow visualization data and 
shown in Appendix C . 
1. Vortex Core Trajectories 
Individual vortex core trajectories for various AOAs 
are shown i n Figs. 60-63 for the base l ine model, Figs. 
81 for the linear-fil l et model, Figs . 95-100 for the 
parabolic-fillet model, and Figs. 114-11 9 for the diamond-
fillet model. The strake vortex core trajectories for all 
the models are shown in Figs. 133-138 ,for AOAs of 10,20 .. 
30 deg, respectively. 
Figures 133 - 135 represent the strake vortex core 
location i n Y-direction (outboard from the model 
centerline). At 10 deg AOA the strake vortex core of the 
baseline model i s closer to the mo d e l centerline than tho:o;e 
of the f il leted models As the angle of attack i ncreases 
from 10 to 30 deg the vortex cor.es move inboard for a l l the 
mode l s However, the inboard movement of the vortex core i s 
de layed for the diamond-fillet model as the Ao/; is 
increased. 
Figu J";"es 136-138 repre s ent the strake vor.tex core 
location i n Z-direct i on (perpendicular to, and away fron the 
mo del surface) The vortex core tra j ectory in t_he Z-
d irection behaves non-monotonical] y for t he L i near- and the 
parabolic-fil let mode l s at 10 deg hOh The vortex care 
trajectory of the baseline model is farthest away from the 
surfac e and the vortex corEe at the diamond-fillet modo l i s 
t h e nearst o ne to the surface 
2. Vortex Interaction 
Vortex interact i on can be studied with the he l p o f 
c omb i ned trajectory plots shown in Figs. 64-73 for the 
baseline model, Fi gs. 82 - 91 for the linear-fillet model, 
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Figs. 101-110 for the parabolic-fillet model, and Figs. 
120-12 9 for the diamond-fillet model 
Figures 120-124 represent the interaction of the strake 
and the fillet vortex cores in the spanwise direction as a 
function of the centerline chord (x/c) for different angles 
of attack At 10 deg AOA the strake vortex core interacts 
with the beginning-of-the-fillet vortex core at 55% of 
centerline chord (x/c) and 10% outboard from the lUodel 
centerline (y/c) , and it interacts with the end-of-the-
fillet vortex core at "10% (x/c) and 15% (y/c) At 20 deg 
AOA the strake vortex core interacts with the beginning of 
the fillet vortex core at 52_5% (x/c) and 8.5% (y/c) , and 
it interacts with the end-of-the -fil lct vortex core at 65% 
(x/c) and 12.5% (y/C) Note that at 30 deg AOA there is no 
interaction as the fillet vortices are already burst and 
there is only the strake vortex core present. It is thus 
seen that as the angle of attack increases the interaction 
moves upstream and inboard Similar interaction behavioT 
can also be seen in the case of other models 
Figures 117 - 119 represent the strake, beginning-of 
fillet and cnd-of-fillet vortex core locations in Z-
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d i r e cti.on (perpendi c ul ar to I and away from the model 
surface) tor the diamond-fi l let model From f igure 117 it 
is seen that as the AOA i ncreases the vort e x core trolectory 
moves away from the surface but the trend :i s reversed at 30 
deq The beginni ng- and the- enct-of-the fillet vortex cores 
b ehave :r.Jonoton i ca l ly simi 1ar tre nds are observed with 
o ther mod e ls as wel l. 
3. Erfect of Fi llet Shapes on the Interaction or the Strake and Fillet Vortex 
Core Trajectories 
It mu"t b e noted that the vor:-tex care shed [rom a 
s harp leading edge and its burst location are usually 
a s s umed to be relatively i nsensit i ve to Re ynol ds number 
But the .i nteract i on b e tween the strake vortex and the w i ng 
(or fillet) vortex is f ound to be a function of Reynolds 
number [ Ref. 7] 
At 1 0 deg AOA both the strake and the f illet vort e x 
cores aTe already well developed ove r the d i amond-fil l et 
model and c oiled-up around each ather (Fig. 120). The strake 
vortex core is near l y conical aver the strake portion of tho 
wi n g [Ref. 1 0 ) . It i s drawn outboard by the f illet vortices 
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\>lhereas the fillet vortices are drawn away from the wing 
leading edge by the strake vortex As the AOA increases to 
20 deg , the coiling-up of the vortices occurs earlier 
22.5 deg AOA there is no interaction between the strake 
vortex and the-end-of-fillet vortex , however the strake 
vortex is interacting with the-beginning-of-fillet vorteK 
and the interaction moves further upstream At 30 deg AOA 
there is no vortex interaction at all The fillet vortices 
burst at their origin and the strake vortex bursts ahead of 
the fillet location. 
Examination of the vortex interaction for all the models 
clear ly indicates the mutual induction effect the strake and 
fillet vortex cores have on each other. The strake vortex 
induces an upward and an inboard movement of the fillets 
vortices; conversely, the fillets vortices induce a 
downward and outboard movement of the strake vortex The 
interaction of the vortex cores leads to their intertwining 
(coiling around each other) , and as the angle of attack 
increases , the interaction moves upstream until the AOA is 
large enough to cause the bursting of the strake vortex 
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(even before the interaction) and subsequent destabilization 
of the fi l let vortices. 
B . STATIC AND DYNAMIC EFFECTS OF AOA ON STRAKE VORTEX CORE 
BREAKDOWN 
A few general observations are appropriate here The 
s trake vortex core breakdown was not visible over the model 
s u rface a t low AOA< 10 deg because it occurred in t.he wake 
behi nd t h e trailing edge It was also not easy to measure 
i t at ve ry high AOA >40 deg. Note that the non~visualization 
of t he wing and f illet vort.ices was deliberate and intended 
to f ac i li tate identification of strake vortex burst location 
(F igs . 1 5 -19, 27-31, 38-42, and 49-53). 
1. Static Cond ition 
Figures 74,92,11 1 and 130 (Appendix C) represent the 
flow-vi s ualization dat.a for the baseline,linear-,parabolic-
and diamond - fillet mode ls respectively, showing the strakp. 
vortex b u rst location a lon g the model centerline iron the 
apex (Xb/c) as a fUnction of hOA The figures show the 
fluctuation of the burst location up to +/-0.75 inch ( about 
-/- 8% of the centerline chord). As the AOA increases froD 
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o deg t h e vortical flowfield develops over the upper surface 
of t he wing . At 10 deg ADA t h e strake vortex core is well 
developed and it is seen to b urst just aroun d the trailinq 
edge As the AOA i ncreases the b urst location moves 
upstream and a pproaches the apex a t 50 deg AOA . 
2 . Dynamic Condition 
Figures 139-142 represent the flow visualization 
data d u ring simple pitch-u p motion (0 - 50 deg) and simple 
pitch- down motion (50 - 0 deg) of the baseline, linea r - , 
parabolic- and diamond-fillet models, respectively . These 
figures show streamwise b urst location of t h e s t rake vortex 
(Xb/c) as a function of the instantaneous ADA Also shown 
here for comparison are burst location plots for the static 
']'hese figures s how clearly the effect of pitchin g 
motion namely t he vortex burst lag During the pitch- down 
motion , the strake vortex bursting occurs earlier relative 
t o static condition res ulting in a vortex system wh ich is 
equ ivalent to a static system at an increased a ngle of 
attack . During the pitch-up motion the straka vortex 
bursting occurs at a point further downstream t h an would 
occur fo r pi t c h-down motio n and static case . The vortex 
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b u rst response observed here is similar to the one observed 
by Hebbar et al. [Ref. 4J, Olsen and Nelson [Ref. 9J and 
by Ma gnes5 et al. [ Ref. 16J for simple-delta wings 
3. Effect of Fillet Shapes on Strake Vortex BreakdowlI 
Fig u re 143 compares the strake vortex hurst location 
plots for the static condition of dif ferent fillet shapes 
with that for the baseline model These plots represent the 
straka vortex core burst i ng i n X-direction (along the mode l 
center l.i ne I<leasurcd from the apex) as a fUnction of angle of 
attack It should be noted here that there was some 
experimental uncertainty assoc i ated with the data reduct.ion. 
".,'hi Ie no definite trend in the vortex burst response of 
parabolic-fillet and linear-fil l et mode ls relative to the 
baseline model is detectable over the AOA range tested , the 
resu l ts i ndicate a clear trend in the vortex burst delay for 
the d iamond-fillet shape [Ref_ 17J _ This vortex burst delay 
iDp r ove s the flowfield structure over the wing surface and 
will t_herefore enhance the lift_ This data correlates well 
with the numerical prediction of K8rn [Ref_ 12J, verifying 
t h e concept of flow control by fil l et!; for the static 
c o ndition 
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Figure 144 compares the strake vortex burst location 
plots for the dynamic condition (pitch-up a nd pitch- down) of 
different fillet shapes with that for the baseline model. A 
close examination indicates that during the pitch-up and 
pitch-down mot ions the strake vortex bUrsting is delayed for 
the diamond -f i llet model This trend is identical to the 
:r;-esul t discussed ea:r;-lier for the static case . The dynamic 
data therefore implies possible lift augmentation with 
diamond-fillet shape during pitching maneuvers to enhance 
the controllability and performance of the aircraft. 
V. CONCLUSIONS 
A flow visualiz atjon i nvestigation of tho vortical flow 
OVtolr a c ropped double-delta wing modol with sharp l eading 
edges and its three dorivatives with small geomotr.i c 
modifications (fillets) at the strake wi ng junction J 
cc;nducted i n the NPS water tunnel using the dye-injection 
technique The primary focus of this investigations was t o 
evaluate the effect of fil l ets on v o rtex core trajectories 
interac t ions and breakdown over the model surface at high 
AOA with zero s ideslip a.ngle The following conclusions are 
drawn fr-om the res u l ts of the experi mental investigatio n s 
1. The mutual induction effect of st r ake and f111et 
vo rtex cores on eilch other leads to their 
int ertwi ning (i.e. coiling around each other) Wi th 
increasing AOA , the j ntordc;t i on point moves 
upstream , i nboard , and upward but only unti 1 r.he 
AOA is large enough to ca.uso the bursting of the 
strake vortex even before the interaction cou l d 
begin . 
2. The data suggests vortex interaction delay 
associated with the diamond-fi l let model Compared 
to other models , the strake vortex core trajectory 
of the diamond-fillet model remains closest to the 
model surface and farthest from the centerline at 
high AOA 
3. A comparison of static test results for different 
fillet shapes indicates a clear improvement in 
vortex burst delay for the diamond-fillet model over 
the baseline model, thus correlating well with the 
recently published numerical data of Kern [Ref. 12J 
and support ing the concept of f l ow control by 
fillets. 
The strake vortex burst location plots with and 
without the fillets show the usual vortex burst l ag 
associated with the dynamic motion They clearly 
i ndicate the vortex burst delay associated with the 
diamond-fillet model during both pitch-up and pi tch-
down maneuvers , thus extending the concept of f l ow 
control by fillets for enhanced maneuvering of 
fighter aircraft 
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The following recommendations are made based on this 
investigation 
1. The investigation should be extended to include the 
effects of sidF!slip (yaw). 
2 . A quantitative invc~;tiqation of the flowfie l d 
charactercst ics should be undertaken wi th a laser 
Doppl er velocimetry (LDV) The data may be used to 
correlate the present flow visualization data 
and computational data. 
It is highly recommended to use other fillet shapes 
to study their su i tabi l ity as flow control devices. 
II wind t unne l investigation of these fillet shapes 
using a force balance is recommended to further 
assess quant i tativc]y the suitability of the fillets 
as control devices 
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APPENDIX A EXPERIMENTAL RESULTS (TABLES) 
TABLES (2 - 59 ) 
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TABLE 2 St r ake vortex core trajectory over the base l i n e 
model i n % cho r d lengt h ADA = 10 deg . 
No . X/C Y/C Z/C 
1 0 1. 33 1. 33 
15 2 . 67 1. 33 
20 3 . 33 1.6 
25 4 . 0 2 . 13 
35 5 . 3 3 2 . 4 
40 6 . 67 2 . 67 
50 8 . 0 2 . 93 
60 1 0 . 0 3 . 2 
65 1 1 . 33 3 . 73 
1 0 12 . 6 "' 4 . 0 
75 14.67 5 . 33 
1 2 8 0 16.0 5.87 
l3 85 67 6.67 
6.75 
15 93 22 6 . 93 
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TABLE 3 Strake vortex core trajectory over the baseline 
model in % c hord length AOA = 16 deg. 
xle y!c z/e 
10 1.33 1. 33 
15 2.67 1. 33 
20 3.33 1.6 
25 4.0 2.13 
30 4 .67 2.67 
35 5.33 2.67 
40 3.0 
45 7.33 
50 8.0 4.0 
10 55 9 . 0 5.0 
11 9.5 5.33 
12 65 6 . 0 
13 70 11.33 6 .67 II 
14 75 12.67 6.67 
15 80 7.0 
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TAB LE 4 Strake vortex core trajectory over t he basel ine 
model in % chord lenght • AOA -= 20 deg . 
NO . x/e Y/e Z/e 
10 1. 33 1. 33 
15 2 . 67 1. 33 
20 3 . 33 1. 75 
22. S 3 . 67 2 . 0 
25 4 . 0 2.5 
28 4 .0 2 . 7S 
30 4 .67 3 .0 
33 5.33 3 . 25 
37 6.0 3 . 375 
10 40 6 . 33 3 . 5 
11 45 6 . 67 
12 50 7 . 33 6.0 
53 8 . 0 6.25 
14 57 6.5 
15 60 9.0 7 . 0 
TABLE 5 Strake vo r tex core trajectory over the baseline 
model in % chord lenght , AOA = 22.5 deg ~ 
Xle Y/C Z/e 
l ' 10 1. 33 1- 33 
15 2.67 1. 33 
20 3.33 1. 75 
22.5 3 . 67 2.1 
25 4.0 2 .6 7 
27 4 . 0 3 . 0 
30 4.67 3 . 125 
32 5 . 33 3 . 25 
36 6 . 0 3 . 375 
10 40 6 . 25 3 . 67 
11 42 6 . 5 4.5 
12 44 6 . 75 
13 46 5 .5 
14 7.125 6.0 
1 5 50 
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TABLE 6 Strake vortex cor-e trajectory over th'e baseline 
model in % chord l engt h ADA '" 30 deg . 
No. X/e Yle ZjC 
10 1. 33 0.5 
12 1.33 0.67 
14 2 .0 0 . 75 
16 2.25 1.0 
18 2.75 1. 5 
20 3.0 1. 75 
22.5 3.5 2.0 
2 5 3 . 75 2.25 
26 3 . 8 2.67 
10 27 3 . 85 2 . 8 
28 4 . 0 2 . 85 
12 29 4 . 25 2 .9 
13 30 4.5 2 . 9 5 
32 4 . 67 3.0 
15 3 3 4.8 ::I . 125 
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TABLE 7 .. ling vortex core trajectory over the baseline 
model i n % chord length AOA '" 10 deg . 
X/Y Y/C Z/C 
53.3 14 . 67 1. 33 
55.0 14.5 1. 33 
56.0 14.0 2 . 13 
58.0 12 .67 4 . 267 
60 . 0 12 . 0 5.33 
62.0 11. 33 6.4 
64.0 10.67 8.53 
66.0 1 0 . 0 
68.0 10.67 1 0.67 
10 70 . 0 12.0 8 . 53 
11 72.0 13.33 6 . 4 
12 75.0 17 .33 2.13 
13 77. 0 21. 33 1. 33 
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TABLE 8 Wing vorte x core trajectory over the baseline model 
in % chord length, ADA"" 16 deg. 
No . X/C Y/C 'IC 
53 . 3 14 . (,7 1.33 
55.0 14. 5 2.13 
56 . 0 14 .0 3.2 
58.0 12 . 5 5 . 33 
60.0 11.67 6.4 
62 . 0 11.0 8.53 
64 . 0 10 . 0 9 . 6 
66.0 9 . 33 10.67 
68.0 l3.33 
10 70.0 9 . 6 
11 72.0 9.5 8 . 53 
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TABLE 9 wing vortex core trajectory over t h e baseline 
model in % chord length ADA;- 20 deg. 
NO. Xje Yje 'je II 
53.3 H.67 1. 33 II 
56.0 14.5 4 . 267 I' 
58.6 12.0 6. , I 
61.0 11.5 9.33 I, 
64.0 10 . 67 9.6 II 
66.0 9.33 10 . 67 II 
TABLE 10 Wing vortex core trajectory over the baseline 
model i n % chord length , AOA "" 22.5 deg . 
No. Xje Yje 'lIe 
53.3 14.67 1. 33 
14 . 5 
58.6 11. 75 10.67 
61.0 11 . 25 12 . 0 
64.0 10 . 5 13 33 
65.3 9.25 16.0 
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TABLE 11 wing vortex core trajectory ove r t h e basel ine 
mode l in % chord l ength AOA = 30 deg 
No. xle VIC ZjC 
53 . 5 It. 33 
54 . 7 5.33 
55 .0 12 . 5 9.33 
57 . 3 11. 5 10.57 
58.5 11.0 12 . 0 
TAB LE 1 2 S t rake vortex break.down l ocation over the t)<lseline 
mode l i n % chord lengt h 
AOA (deg ) xle maximum xle mini mum Kj C mean 
10 9 4. 0 92.7 9 3 . 3 
16 85 . 3 80.0 8 2 .0 
2 0 6 9 . 3 66 . 0 
2 2.5 5 8 .7 50.7 53 . 0 
26 5 3.3 37. 3 48.0 
3 0 29 . 3 37.0 
35 18 . 6 2 7 . 0 
40 24.0 16 . 0 20 . 0 
1 8. 6 13 .3 1 6.0 
50 10.7 8. a 
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TABLE 13 Wing vortex breakdown location over 'the baseline 
model in % chord length 
AOA (deg) XjC maximum XjC minimum XjC mean 
16 90.7 85.3 88 _ 0 
20 85.3 74.7 80.0 
22.5 80 .0 73.0 77.3 
26 61.3 56.0 58 .7 
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'I'ABLE 14 Strake vortex core tra jectory o ver ~he linear-
fille t model in % chord length , AOA : 10 deg. 
No. xle vie 'Ie 
10 1 .3 33 1. 333 
15 2.6"' 1. 33 3 
2 0 3 . 33 1.6 
25 4 . 0 2.13 
35 5 .33 2 .4 
40 7 . 33 2.93 
50 9. 33 3 . 467 
60 12 4.0 
65 14 . 67 2 . 13 
17 . 33 1.333 
11 75 18 . 67 2. 13 
12 80 1 9 .33 2 .67 
13 85 22 . 67 3 .7 3 





TABLE 15 Starke vortex core traject ory over the linear-
fillet model in % chord length, AOA "" 16 deg . 
No . X/C Y/C ZjC 
10 . 0 1. 33 1 . 333 
20 . 0 3 . 33 1.6 
25 . 0 4 . 0 2.13 
30 . 0 4 . 67 2.67 
35 . 0 5 . 33 2 . 93 
40 . 0 6 . 7 3 . 04 
I 45 . 0 8.0 3.2 
50.0 9.33 3 . 73 
55.0 10.67 
10 60 . 0 12.0 3 . 2 
11 65 . 0 13.33 2 . 67 
12 70 . 0 14 . 67 3 . 73 
75.0 17.33 4 . 8 
14 80.0 18.67 6.4 
15 85 . 33 20.0 7 . 46 
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TABLE 16 Strake vortex core tra j ectory over the linp.ar-
fill et model in % chord length ADA ~ 20 deg . 
No. XIC Y/C 'IC 
10 1. 33 1. 33 
2 0 3 . 33 1. 75 
22. 5 3 . 67 2.0 
25 4 . 0 2 . 67 
2B 4.67 2.93 
30 5 .0 
33 5.33 3.4 
37 3 .73 
40 6.7 4 . 106 
10 7 . 67 4 . 48 
11 50 9 . 33 4 . 8 
1 2 53 10 . 0 5 . 12 
13 57 10 . 33 5 . 33 
14 11.0 5 . 33 
1 5 61. 33 12.0 5 . 33 
5 5 
TABLE 17 Strake vortex core trajectory over the lincar-
fillet model in ~~ c h ord length I AOA '"- 22 . 5 deg. 
xle Y/e z/e 
10 1. 33 1. 33 
15 2 . 67 1. 33 
20 3 . 33 1. 75 
22 . 5 3 . 67 2 . 13 
25 4 . 0 2.67 
27 4 . 0 2.99 
4 . 67 3.125 
32 5 . 33 3.2 
34 '5 . 67 3.2 
10 36 6.0 3.47 
11 40 6.7 3 . 73 
12 42 7 . 33 4.27 
13 44 8.0 4 . 533 
14 46 8.33 4 . 8 
15 9 . 33 4.8 
TABLE 18 S trake vortex core trajectory over the linear-
f i l l et model in % chord length , AOA = 30 deg . 
No. X/e <Ie 'Ie 
10 1. 33 0 . 533 
12 1. 33 0 . 672 
2 . 0 0 . 747 
16 2 . 25 1.0 
18 2 . 7 5 1.5 
2 0 3 . 0 
22.5 3 . 5 2.0 
2 5 3 _ 7 5 2 . 25 
26 3 . 8 2.67 
10 27 4 . 0 
11 4 . 33 
12 29 4 . 67 2 . 88 
13 30 4 . 67 2 . 9 
14 32 5 . 0 7. . 93 
1 5 33 5 . 33 2 . 93 
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TABLE 1 9 Begi nning- af - f i llet vortex core trajectory over 
the l i near - fil l et model in ?6 chord l ength AOA = 10 d e g . 
X/C Y/C Z/C 
12.0 
45.3 10.67 0 . 333 
48 9.3 3 0 . 67 
53 . 3 1. 33 
1. 0 
1 0.67 0 . 67 
61 14 . 6 7 0 . 333 
64 16 . 0 1 . 33 
69 . 3 14 . 67 2.0 
10 72 14 . 0 1. 33 
75 14.67 1.0 
12 90 23 . 33 2 . 67 
13 93 . 3 23.33 1. 33 
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TABLE 20 Beginning-of- fi l let vortex core trajectory over 
t h e linear-fi lle t mode l in % chord length, AOA = 16 deg. 
No . Xle VIC 'Ie 
42.7 12.0 0.533 
45.3 10.0 1. 333 
5 0 8.0 2.67 
53 .3 6 . 7 4.8 
56 8 . 0 3.73 
58.6 12 . 0 1. 33 
64 13 . 33 4 .8 
69.3 12 . 0 7 . 47 
72 13 33 5 . 6 
10 75 1"1 33 3.73 
11 80 17 33 2.67 
TABLE 21 Beginning-at - fillet vortex core trajectory over 
the linear- fillet model in % chord length AOA 0; 20 deg. 
X/C Y/C Z/X 
12.0 0 . 533 
45.3 4.0 
50.0 7.33 7 .47 
53.3 4.27 
58 .6 2 . 67 
61 13.33 3.2 
64 14 .67 3.2 
TAB LE: 22 Beginning-of-fil l et vortex core trajectory over 
the linear-fil let model in % chord length AOA 22.5 deg. 
I' No. X/C Y/C Z/C 
II> 42.7 12.0 0.533 
, 
45 . 3 10.0 4.27 
48.0 8.0 
50 . 0 5.07 
53.3 5.33 2.133 
56.0 5 . 33 
60 
TABLE 23 End - af - fillet vor tex core trajectory over t h e 
li n ear- fille t model in % cho r d length AOA = 10 d eg . 
No. xle Y/e z/e 
58. 6 14 . 67 
64 . 0 1 4.67 2 . 67 
6 9 . 3 24 . 0 3.733 
75.0 25 . 33 
80 . 0 26 . 7 2 . 133 
85.3 26 . ., 5 . 33 
90 . 6 3 . 2 
TABLE 24 End-at - fillet vortex core trajectory ave!: t h e 
li n ear-fillet nodel in % cho r d lengt h AOA = 16 deg . 
No . x/e Y/e Z/X 
58 . 6 14 . 67 0.533 
64 . 0 19 . 33 2 . 67 
69.3 4.8 
75.0 13 . 33 8 . 0 
TABLE 25 End-of - fillet · vortex core trajectory over the 
linear-f i llet mode l in% chord length AOA =-20 d e g. 
xle VIC z/e 
58.6 14.67 ·b .5 3 3 
64 .0 20.0 13.33 
69.3 16. 0 B . O 
TABLE 26 End-of - fillet vortex core traj ectory over the 
linear-fi llt model i n % chord length, AOA =- 22.5 deg. 
TABLE 27 Strake vortex breakdown locat ion over the l inear-
fi l let mode l i n 't chord length 
(deg) xle maximum Xl e minimum X/C mean 
10 98 . 67 93 . 33 9 6.0 
16 9 3 . 33 88 . 0 90.0 
20 69 . 3 3 65.0 
22.5 61. 33 50.67 56.0 
26 50 .67 34. 67 43.0 
30 3 7.33 32.0 34.7 
35 32.0 21.3 26.7 
40 18 .67 2 1. 3 
50 12 . 0 10 .6 
TABLE 28 Beginning-ot - fillet vortex breakdown location over 
the linear- fillet model in % chord length 
AOA (deg) XjC maximum XjC minimum XjC mean 
1 6 88 .0 82 . 67 88.0 
20 72 .0 67.0 69.3 
2 2 .5 67.0 61. 33 64.0 
26 61.3 56 .0 
TABLE 29 End-at-fillet vortex breakdown location over the 
linear-fillet mode l in % chord length 
I ADA ( deg) xle maximum XjC mini mum XjC me an 
10 98.7 93.3 
16 88.0 77 . 33 82 . 7 
2 0 77.33 72 . 0 74 . ., 
22.5 67.0 61.3 64.0 
63 
TABLE 30 Strake vortex co re trajectory over the parabolic-
fille t model i n % chord l ength , AOA = 1 0 deg. 
I No. xle Y/e Z/e 
I 1 10 1. 333 1. 333 
15 2.67 1. 333 
7.0 3.33 1.6 
'5 4.0 2.13 
35 5.33 
40 7.33 2.93 
50 9.33 3.467 
60 11. 33 3.733 
65 13.33 4.0 
10 70 16.0 4.267 
11 75 18.67 5.33 
80 21. 33 6.7 
13 85 21. 33 5.33 
go 22.67 4.0 
1 5 95 24.0 2.67 
TABLE 31 Strake vortex core trajectory over the parabolic-
fil l et model in % chord length , AOA .. 16 deg. 
No. Xle Y/e Z/e 
10 1. 33 
20 1.6 
25 4 . 0 2.13 
30 4.67 2.67 
35 5.33 2 . 93 
40 7.33 3.04 
45 8 . 0 3 . 467 
50 9 . 33 3 . 73 
55 10.0 4 . 0 
10 60 10.67 4.267 
1 1 65 4.8 
1 2 14.67 5 . 33 
13 18.0 6. I" 
14 80 18 
15 8 5 33 18.67 4 . 0 
TABLE 32 Strake vortex core trajectory over the parabolic-
fille t model in% chord length , AOA '" 20 deg. 
xle Y/e 'Ie 
10 1. 33 1. 33 
20 3.33 1. 75 
22.5 3.67 2.0 
25 4.0 2 . 67 
28 4.67 2 . 93 
30 5 . 0 3.2 
33 5 .33 3.41 
37 6.0 3.63 
40 7 . 33 4 .0 5 
10 45 8.0 4.267 
11 50 8.67 4.48 
12 53 9.33 4 . 693 
13 5 7 10.0 4.91 
60 10 .0 5.12 
15 61 10.67 5 . 33 
66 
TABLE 33 Strake vortex core trajectory over the paraboli c -
fil let model in % chord length, 11.011. =- 22.5 deg . 
xle Y/e Z/e 
10 1. 3 .1 1. 33 
15 2.67 1. 33 
20 3 . 33 1. 75 
22. 5 3.67 2. 133 
25 4.0 2.67 
27 4.0 2 . 99 
3 0 4.67 ] .125 
3 2 3 . 2 
34 5 . 67 3.41 
10 36 6 . 0 3 . 52 
11 40 6.7 3.63 
12 42 7.33 3.73 
13 7.67 3 . 8 4 
14 8.0 3.95 
15 50.6 8.0 4 . 267 
TABLE 34 Strake vortex core trajectory over the parabolic-
fil l et mode l in % chord length, AOA '" 30 d eg . 
No. X/C Y/C 'IC 
10 1. 33 0 . 533 
12 1.33 
14 2 .. 0 0.747 
16 2 . 25 1.0 
18 2.7:' 1.493 
20 3.0 1 .706 
22.5 2.0 
3 . 75 2 . 25 
26 3.8 2 .67 
10 27 4.0 2 .8 
11 28 4 . 33 2.848 
12 4 . 67 2.88 
30 4.67 2 . 9013 
68 
TABLE 35 Beginning - of-fillet vortex core trajectory over 
the parabolic- fi llet mode l i n % chord length , AOA = 10 deg . 
Xle VIC lie 
42.7 12 . 0 0 . 533 
45.3 10.67 1. 333 
48 9 . 33 4 . 0 
53 . 3 8.0 3 . 2 
56 8 . 0 2.13 
58 .6 9 . 33 4 .0 
61 12.0 5 . 33 
64 16 . 0 4.533 
69 . 3 1 8.67 4.0 
10 72 21 . 33 3.73 
11 75 21. 33 3.2 
1 2 90 22 . 67 2.67 
13 93 . 3 22 . 67 2.67 
69 
TABLE 36 Beginning-of-fillet vortex core trajectory over 
T_he parabo l ic - fillet mode l in % chord length I AOA = 16 deg. 
No. X/C Y/C Z/C 
42 . 7 12.0 0.533 
45 . 3 10 . 0 2.67 
50 8 . 0 5 . 33 
14 53 . 3 6.7 4.0 
56 8 . 0 2.67 
58.6 10 . 67 4 . 0 
64 15.33 6.4 
69 . 3 16 . 0 9.33 
72 5 . 33 
10 75 14 . 67 4.0 
11 80 14.67 3.2 
70 
TABLE 37 Beginning-of-tillflt vortex cure tr~jectory over 
the parabolic-fillet model in % chord length, AO" = 20 dp.g. 
No . X/C YIC 'IC 
42 . 7 12 .0 0.533 
45.3 2. 67 
7.33 8.53 
53.3 6.7 6 . 4 
58 . 6 6.0 4.267 
61 8.0 3.2 
64 10. (;7 2. 67 
TABLE 3 8 Beginning-of-fillet vortex core trajectory over 
t he parabolic-fillet model in % chord 1 ength , AOA = 22 . 5 
deg . 
X/C Y/C "'Ie 
42 . 7 12.0 
45 . 3 1 0.0 4 . 0 
48 10 . 67 
6.7 7 . 47 
53 . 3 5 .33 
56 5 .33 3.2 
II 
TA8LE 39 End-of-fillet vortex core trajectory over the 
parabol i c-fillet model in % chord length I AOA '" 10 deg. 
No. xle Y/e 'Ie 
67 29.33 0.533 
28.67 3.2 
28.0 8.0 
TA8LE 40 End-of-fil let vortex core trajectory over the 
parabolic-fillet model in % chord length I AOA = 16 deg. 
No. Xle Y/e 'Ie 
II 1 67 29.33 0.533 
2 68 30.0 2 .67 JI 
3 69.3 30.67 5.33 JI 
72 
TABLE 41 Strake vortex breakdol'tn location over the 
parabolic-fillet model .in % chord length 
( deg) xle maximum Xle minimum I X/C mean 
16 90.67 8-'i.31 88 . 0 
2 0 69.33 (;4.0 67.0 
2 2 .5 61 33 50. (;7 56 . 0 
26 53.33 1,2 67 
30 37.33 32 . 0 
35 3 2. 0 21. 33 2(, . 7 
4 0 2 4.0 13.33 18 . 6 7 
45 21. 33 10 _ (;7 16.0 
50 14 _ (,7 13.33 
73 
TABLE 42 Beginning-of-fillet vortex breakdow)1 location 
over the parabolic-fillet model in t chord length 
(deg) XjC maximum XjC min imum XjC mean 
16 88.0 82.67 85.33 
20 77.33 72. a 
22.5 69.33 64.0 
TABLE 43 End-of-fillet vortex breakdown location over the 
parabolic -fillet model in % chord length 
AOA (deg). XjC maximum XjC minimum XjC mean 
85.33 82.67 
82 .67 72.0 77.33 
16 74.67 69.33 72.0 
74 
TABLE 44 Strake vort ex core trajectory over t he diamund -
fill et model in % chord length , AOA = 10 de9. 
No . X/C Y/C ZjC 
10 1. 33 1. 33 
1 5 1. 33 
3.33 1.6 
25 4.0 2. 13 
35 5 _ 33 2. 347 
40 7 . 33 2.67 
8 . 67 2. 67 
60 11.33 2. 93 
65 12 . 0 3. 2 
1 0 70 14.67 3 . 467 
11 75 1 7.33 3.733 
12 80 20 . 0 4 . 267 
13 85 21-33 4.8 
14 90 22 . 0 5.33 
15 95 6.933 
TABLE 45 Sf:rake vortex core trajectory over the diamond-
fillet model in % chord length I AOA '" 16 deg. 
No . xle Y/e zle 
10 1. 33 1. 33 
20 3.33 1.6 
30 4.0 2.67 
35 4 . 67 2.93 
40 6.7 3.04 
45 7.33 3.2 
50 8.0 3 . 733 
55 8 . 67 3.2 
60 11.33 4 . 0 
10 65 13 . 33 4.8 
11 70 14.67 5.33 
1 2 75 16.0 5.867 
13 80 1 8.67 6 .4 
85.33 21.33 
88 22.67 8 . 0 
76 
T ABLE 46 Strake vortex core trajectory over the diamond-
fillet model i n % chord l e ngth, AOA = 20 deg . 
X/C Y/C Z/C 
10 1.33 1. 333 
20 3.333 1.6 
25 4 . 0 2.13 
30 5 . 0 2 . 67 
33 5 . 333 2 . 83 
37 6.0 2.99 
40 6.7 3 . 04 
45 7 . 67 3 . 2 
5 0 8.0 3.47 
5 3 8 . 67 3.73 
11 1 0.3 3 4 . 267 
12 61.3 12 . 0 4.8 
13 6 5 12.67 
14 67 13.33 6 . 933 
TABLE 47 Strake vortex core trajectory over the diamond-
fillet model in % chord length I AOA =22 .5 deg. 
No. Xle Y/e Z/e 
10 1. 33 1. 33 
2.67 1. 33 
20 3.33 
25 2 . 67 
30 4.67 3 .125 
37 6 .0 3.47 
',0 6.7 3 .73 
45 7 . 33 4 .26 7 
50 7 . 67 4.8 
, 10 53.3 8.0 5.33 
TABLE 48 Strake vortex core trajectory over the diarnond-
fille t model in % chord length I AOA = 30 deg . 
No . Xle Y/e Zle 
10 1. 33 0 . 533 
12 1. 33 0.672 
14 2 . 0 
16 2.25 1.0 
2.75 1.5 
20 3 . 0 1. 71 
25 3 . 75 2.25 
27 4.0 2.8 
32 5.0 2.933 
10 35 5.33 2.933 
78 
TABI .. E 49 Regi nn i ng- of - fillet vortex core trajectory over 
the diamond- fillet model in % chord l ength AOA = 10 de g . 
xle Y/e ~Z/C 
46.7 12.0 0 . 53 3 
10 . 67 2 . 67 
9 . 33 5 . 33 
65 <;.267 
70 
18 67 5 .33 
80 16.0 
121 5 . 33 
90 21 
10 21 2.67 
TABLE 50 Beginning- of - fillet vortex core trajectory over 
the diamond-fillet mode l in % chord length AOA = 16 dl!g . 
No . xle Y/e 'Ie 
46 . 7 12.0 0 . 5 33 
9 . 33 2.67 
7 . 33 6 . 93 
58.6 6.7 :> . 867 
64 4 . 0 
fi9.3 16 . 0 5 .33 
72 14 . 67 9 . 1 
10 77 . 3 14 . 67 3 . 2 
TABLE 51 Beginning-of-fillet vortex core trajectory over the 
diamond-fil l et model in % chord length AOA 0= 20 deg. 
No . Xle Y/e z/e 
46.7 12.0 0.533 
50 8.67 4.0 
53.3 8.0 8 . 0 
56 6.7 5.33 
I 58 . 6 8.0 2.67 
64 13.33 5.867 
14 67 9 . 1 
72 13 33 5 . 33 
13 33 2.67 
TABLE 52 Beginning- of-fillet vort ex core trajectory over 
the diamond - fille t model in % chord length AOA. '" 22.5 deg . 
No. xle Y/e z/e 
46.7 12 . 0 0 . 533 
50 8 . 0 2.67 
53 . 3 6 . 7 6.933 
56 6.0 10.67 
58 . 6 6.7 8.0 
61.3 9.33 5 . 33 
64 10.67 2.67 
TABLE 53 End-of-fillet vortex cor e trajectory over the 
diamond- fillet mode l in % chord l ength AOA = 1D deg . 
I No . XIC YIC ~/C 
S7.3 17 . 33 0.533 
58.6 18 . 67 2 . 67 
64 . 0 16.0 5 . 33 
69 . 3 14.67 4.0 
72 3.467 
75 17.::13 I 2 67 
80 24.0 3 . 733 
TABLE 54 End-of-t i 1.1 et vortex core trajectory over the 
diamond-fillet model in % chord length AOA: 16 08g. 
No . XIC Y/C ' IC 
17.33 0 . 533 
5 8. 6 16 . 0 2.67 
61.3 16 . a 5 . 333 
64 14.67 6 . 4 
67 14.67 8.0 
13.33 
14.67 4 . 0 
75 
81 
TABLE 55 End-of-fillet vortex core trajectory over the 
diamond-fillet in % chord length , AOA ,. 20 deg. 
No. XIC "IC 'Ie 
57.3 17.33 0.533 
16.0 
61.3 14.67 
64 13.33 9.33 
67 12.0 4.267 
69.3 10.67 
TABLE 56 End-of-fillet vortex core trajectory over the 
diamond-fillet model in % chord length ADA= 22.5 deg. 
82 
TABLE 57 Strake vortex breakd own location over t he 
diamond-fillet mo de l in % chord length 
AOA (cteg) Xle Xle mi n imum Xle mean 
10 99 9"! . 33 98.7 
16 9fi I 90 . 67 9 3. 3 
2 0 74 . 7 fi9 . 33 72 . 0 
22.5 64 . 0 53 . 33 58.67 
2 6 53 33 I 48 . 0 50.67 
30 45 40 . 0 
35 40 . 0 29 . 33 
40 26. 7 21 . 33 
45 21. 33 16 . 0 18 . 67 
5 0 1 7.33 12.0 
TABLE 58 Beginning- of- fille t vortex breakdown l ocation 
over the diamond-fillet model in % chord length 
(deg) xle maximum xle minimum XjC mean 
10 99 97.33 98 . 7 
88 82.67 85 . 33 
82 . 67 77 . 33 80 . 0 
22.5 69 . 33 64 . 0 67 . 0 
26 50 . 67 48.0 49 . 33 
TABLE 59 End - af-fillet vort ex brea kdown location over the 
diamond- fi llet model in % chord length 
I AOA (deg) xle maximum xle minimum Xle mean 
97 . 33 94 67 96.0 
88 . 0 82 67 85 . 33 
16 77 33 80.0 
20 74 . 7 69 33 72.0 
22 . 5 62 . 6 7 60.0 61. 33 
84 
APPENDIX B EXPERIMENTAL RESULTS (pHOTOGRAPHS) 
FIGURES (15 - 59) 
85 
Fig . 15 Strake vortex, baseline model AOA = 16 deg 
86 
F ig . 1 6 Strake vortex, baseline mode l AOA '" 22 5 deg 
87 
Fig. 1 7 Strake vortex I baseline model AOA = 26 deg 
Fig. 18 Strake vortex basel i ne model (dynamic, pitch-up) 
ADA = 20 deg 
89 
Fig . 19 Strake vortex base l ine mode l (dynamic, pitch-down) 
A01\ '" 20 deg 
90 
Fig . 20 wing vortex, baseline model AOA = 5 deg 
91 
Fig. 21 Wing vortex, baseline model AOA "" 20 deg 
Fi g . 22 Wi ng vurt e x , baseline model AOA '" 2 6 deq 
Fig. 23 Strake & Wing vortex, baseline model 
AOA =0 10 deg 
Fig . 24 Strake & Wing vortex I baseline model 
AOA = 13 deg 
Fig . 25 Strake & wing vortex, baseline model 
AOA = 18 deg 
96 
Fig . 26 Strake & Wing vortex, baseline model 
AOA = 21 deg 
Fig. 27 Strake vortex, linear model AOA '" 10 deg 
98 
Fig . 28 Strdke vortex I linea r model 1>.01>. = 20 deg 
99 
Fi g . 29 Strake vortex, linear model ADA = 26 deg 
100 
Fig . 30 Strake vortex linear mode l (dynamic pi t ch- up) 
AOA ,. 20 deg 
101 
Fig . 31 Strake vortex lin ear model (dynamic p i tch- down) 
AOA = 20 deg 
102 
Fig _ 37. Beginning-of-fillet vortex, linear model 
AOA - 10 deg 
103 
Fig . 33 Beginning- of-fillet vortex, linear model 
AOA = 20 deg 
104 
Fig . 34 End-ui - fillet vortex, linear model AOA = 10 deg 
Fig. 35 End-of-fi l let vortex, linear model ADA = 20 deg 
106 
Fig. 36 Strake, 
linear model AOA = 
and End-af-fillet vortices 
l07 
F i g_ 37 St rake , beginning- and End - of - fi l let vort i ces 
linear model AOA = 20 deg 
108 
Fig. 38 Strak e vortex J par abolic model AOA = 10 deg 
109 
r,'ig. 39 Strake v o rtex t parabolic mode l AOA = 20 deg 
110 
Fig . 40 Strake vorte}{ I parabol i c model AOA .. 26 deg 
111 
Fig. 41 Strake vortex parabolic model (dynamic pitch-up) 
AOA '" 16 deg 
112 
Fig . 42 St rak e vortex p a rabolic mode l (dynami c pi t ch - down) 
AOA = 16 deg 
113 
Fig. 43 Beginning-of-fillet vortex, parabolic model 
AOA '" 10 deg 
114 
fig . 44 Beginning- af-fillet vortex, parabolic model 
1\OA "" 20 deg 
115 
Fig . 45 End-of-fillet vortex , pa r abolic model AOA =' 5 deg 
116 
Fig. 46 End-af-fillet vorb'OJ{ , parabolic model 11011 = 1 6 deg 
Fig . 47 Strake, beginning - and end-af- fillet vortices, 
parabolic model ADA"" 10 deg 
118 
F i g . 48 Strake, beginning- and end-of-fillet vortices, 
parabolic model AOA = 16 deg 
119 
Fig . 49 Strake vortex, diamond model ADA '" 10 deg 
120 
Fi g . 50 Strake vortex , diamond model ADA = 20 deg 
121 
Fig. 51 Strake vortex, diamond mode l ADA =" 26 deg 
Fig . 52 Strake vortex diamond mode l (dynamic pitch-uP) 
AOA = 16 deg 
Fig. 53 Strake vortex diamond model (dynamic pitch-down) 
AOA := 16 deg 
124 
F'ig . 54 Beginning-of-fillet vortex , d i amond mode l 
ADA'" 1 6 deg 
125 
Fig. 55 Beginning~of-f i 11 et vortex , diamond model 
AOA = 20 deg 
126 
Fig . 56 End - oI-fillet vortex, diamond model 
AOA = 10 deg 
127 
Fig. 57 End-of - fillet vortex, diamond model 
AOA = 1 6 deg 
128 
Pi g. 58 Strake, begi nni ng- and end-of- f illet vortices, 
diamond mode l AOA = ] 0 deg 
129 
Fig _ 59 Strake, beginning- and end- ai-fillet vortices, 
diamond model AOA - 22 _ 5 deg 
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